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Statement of Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure
Non Disclosure
This document contains proprietary and confidential information. All data are
submitted to you/your company is provided in reliance upon its consent, not to
use or disclose any information contained herein except in the context of its
business dealings with Greenweb Bangladesh.. The recipient of this document
agrees to inform present and future employees of Greenweb Bangladesh who can
view and have access to its content of its confidential nature.
The recipient agrees to instruct each employee that they must not disclose any
information concerning this document to others except to the extent those matt
matters
are generally
nerally known to, and are available for use by, the public. The recipient also
agrees not to duplicate
plicate or distribute or permit others to duplicate or distribute any
material contained herein without Greenweb Bangladesh express written consent.

Greenweb Bangladesh retains all titles, ownership and intellectual property rights
to the materials and trademarks contained herein, including all supporting
documentation, files, marketing material, and multimedia.
By acceptance of this document, the recipient agrees to bee bounded by the
aforementioned statement.
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Packages
Greenweb Normal: SMS Rate: 0.20
BDT/SMS















Minimum Purchase Quantity
antity: 500 SMS
Validity: 30 days
Supports both Bangla/Unicode and English SMS.
Support up to 1053 Characters for English SMS, 670 Characters for Bangla SMS
Masking/Branding SMS: Not Allowed
SMS Inbox: Yes
Delivery Report: Yes
SMS Greeting/Auto Reply: Yes
Inbox SMS Forward to Own Number: Yes
Auto reply
Support both dynamic and static SMS sending from Excel.
Sender ID: Random Mobile Number
Applications: Marketing, Sending more than 5000 SMS at a time
Delivery Speed: 30000+
000+ SMS per hour (Increasing)
(

Greenweb Fixed: SMS Rate: 0.30 BDT/SMS















Minimum Purchase Quantity
antity: 500 SMS
Validity: 30 days
Supports both Bangla/Unicode and English SMS.
Support up to 1053 Characters for English SMS, 670 Characters for Bangla SMS
Masking/Branding SMS: Not Allowed
SMS Inbox: Yes
Delivery Report: Yes
SMS Greeting/Auto Reply: Yes
Inbox SMS Forward to Own Number: Yes
Auto reply
Support both dynamic and static SMS sending from Excel.
Sender ID: Fixed Mobile Number
Applications: Sending OTP, Sending Order Purchasing Notice, Invoices
Delivery Speed: 4000+
000+ SMS per hour (Increasing)
(

If you want to send large amountt of SMS with maximum delivery speed, we recommend you to
use Greenweb Normal Package.
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Why Choose Us?
*** First private bulk sms company within Bangladesh who use round robin gateway system.
What is round robin system?
If you send SMS using one “fixed
fixed number”
number or from one “Brand Name” the sending speed will be
very low, and there is a great possibility of sending failure. But in round robin gateway, SMS
send using multiple operators and multiple gateways.. Thus if one ope
operator/gateway is
unavailable or fail to send your message another operator/gateway
operator
try to send it immediately. It
also increases the sending speed.

OUR GATEWAY SYSTEM

Suppose, you send 5000 SMS using Brand or One Fixed number and it takes 1000 Seconds to
delivery.
But if you use 100 gateway to send that 5000 SMS it will takes only 1000/100 = 10 Seconds to
deliver all of your SMS.
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Our Data Centers:
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Open API System: We have very powerful Web API which can be integrated with any
software/web application.. Read More: https://bdbulksms.net/bd-bulk-sms-api.html
api.html

Easy Recharging: You can load balance on your account anytime using Bkash/Rocket/Dutch
Bangla Bank/Trust Bank
Maximum Security: We have professional security expert to ensure database and server security.
We also give reward if anyone finds bugs on our system.
We do not sell your data: You may find many companies offering databases
database (area wise, category
wise) for sending SMS. We do
o not offer such thing. Selling data (numbers and other
others info) is a
bad manner of a company. Company should not sell user’s number as it is a personal stuff. If
they can sell other’s data for the money they can sell your data to others for the money.
Own control panel with reporting:
reporting We have very powerful control panel with inbox, delivery
report, SMS history, invoice and lots of useful features. Our control panel is fully responsive thus
can be used on any mobile, tab, desktop.
Dynamic SMS From Excel: You
ou can easily upload excel sheet and send dynamic sms from
excel.
Auto Reply:: If someone whom you send SMS earlier send a reply it can be forwarded to your
email and mobile number. This is a unique feature of our SMS service. You can set auto reply
like this, “Thank you for sending reply. Soon we
w will contact with you.” or your own message.
Data Encryption: We use OPEN SSL and different unique key for each user to encrypt the data.
Nobody can decrypt the data except you and your control panel.
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SMS Control Panel
We request you to check our control panel by opening an
account from the below web link
https://sms.greenweb.com.bd
You will get 10 SMS Free to test our service.

Our Terms And Conditions: https://bdbulksms.net/terms
https://bdbulksms.net/termsand-conditions.html
conditions.html

